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Creepella Von Cacklefur #8: The Phantom of 
the Theatre
Geronimo Stilton

$14.00

The famouse opera singer Violetta von Cacklefur is in Gloomeria to 
perform at the Royal Mousetropolitan Theatre! But the mischievous 
phantom of the theatre has an old grudge against her. It’s up to Creepella 
and Geronimo to track him down in the theatre’s spooky basement... 
before the curtains rise and he ruins the show!

Sales Points:
• Creepella’s blend of laughs, thrills and chills makes this series great for 

the Halloween season!
• With full-colour interiors, these books have the same fantastic appeal 

as the original Geronimo Stilton series
• Creepella’s spooky, silly personality make her a great companion 

character to Geronimo!

SCHOLASTIC INC • ISBN 9780545750295 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • 
AGES 7+ • 194 X 134 MM  
• 128 PP • $14.00

QTY

ª|xHSKFOFy872393z

Geronimo Stilton Micekings #2: The Famouse 
Fjord Race
Geronimo Stilton

$14.00

It’s the day of the Famouse Fjord Race, a miceking sailing competition. 
Geronimo Stiltonord isn’t competing, since he gets seasick... but then 
he’s dragged into a boat! Just when he thinks things can’t get worse, the 
terrible vilekings appear—and so do the evil dragons. Squeak! Will his team 
stay afloat?

Sales Points:
• Fans of Geronimo Stilton will love this wild new spin-off, set in the 

time of Vikings and dragons!
• Micekings stories are funny, action-packed and full of familiar 

characters and fun new ones!
• Readers will love the hilarious jokes and adventures the Viking-like 

setting provides!

SCHOLASTIC INC • ISBN 9780545872393 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • 
AGES 7+ • 193 X 132 MM  
• 128 PP • $14.00
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What Do They Do With All the Poo from All the Animals 
at the Zoo?
Anh Do 
Illus Laura Wood

$24.00

What do they do with all the poo, from all the animals at the zoo? The hippos, the tigers, the 
kangaroos—what do they do with all that poo? 

There’s so much poo at the zoo... Where does it all go? Do they mix it into chocolate ice-
cream? Sprinkle it on pizza? Stir it in the local swimming pool? With the hilarious bonus 
CD recording, you can sing along in search of the stinky truth.

Sales Points:
• NEW picture book with bonus CD, from the HUGELY popular and best-selling Anh 

Do!
• Hilarious story with lots of gross-out gags and poopy surprises!
• Sing along with Simon Mellor and a cast of fun characters as they peep behind the 

stinkiest scenes at the zoo

SCHOLASTIC PRESS • ISBN 9781760276324 • HARDBACK • PICTURE • AGES 3+  
• 250 X 240 MM • 24 PP • $24.00

New from Anh Do!

Includes 
CD!

3TRADE PARADE OCTOBER 2016
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•  Yo-kai Watch is earning rave reviews 
in Japan. Many have dubbed it ‘the new 
Pokémon’.

•  Hugely popular Nintendo 3DS game 
now available!

•  Full toy line from Hasbro will be 
available in 2016.

•  Winner of the Australian Toy Association 
2016 Boys Toy of the Year Award.

QTY

ª|xHSLHQAy277321z

Yo-kai Watch Activity Bag

$9.00

Grab your coloured pencils and complete activities with 
Nate and the mischievous Yo-kai!

Sales Point:
• Includes 24-page colouring book,  

24-page activity pad and six coloured pencils

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA  
• ISBN 9781760277321 • PAPERBACK  
• ACTIVITY • AGES 5+ • 275 X 210 MM  
• 2 X 24 PP • $9.00

TRADE PARADE OCTOBER 20164
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Pixel Raiders #2: Dragon Land
Bajo & Hex 
Illus Chris Kennett

$14.00

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781760275662  
• PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 8+ • 190 X 150 MM  
• 192 PP • $14.00

WRITTEN BY

AS SEEN ON  
GOOD GAME,  

ABC TV

Welcome to Level 2: Dragon Land—a game of quests, magic and epic dragon 
battles... Rip and Mei escaped Level 1, but they’re still trapped inside the 
virtual-reality game and it’s only getting harder to stay alive!  
Now known as the Dragon Riders, Rip and Mei are stuck in a land with bandit 
bullies, spying firebugs and warring dragon clans—while being followed 
everywhere by a grumpy dragon who owes them a life debt! Can they survive 
an epic battle and complete their quest for the Etherstone?

Sales Points:
• Can’t get the kids off the computer? Try Pixel Raiders! Another exciting 

adventure in the NEW action gaming series from the publishers of 
international best-selling series The Last Thirteen! 

• Written by popular game reviewers Bajo and Hex, as seen on Good Game, 
ABC TV

• Highly illustrated with a fun storyline in a game-world setting, this 
innovative package bridges the visual and storyline concepts from game 
play to book format

• Medallions on the spine identify each book’s unique world. Collect them 
all! 

For sneak-peek trailer visit scholastic.com.au/retail/booksellers/ 

QTY

ª|xHSLHQAy275662z
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QTY
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Pixel Raiders #1: Dig World
Bajo & Hex 
Illus Chris Kennett

$14.00

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781760159252 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 8+ • 190 X 150 MM  
• 192 PP • $14.00

Also available:
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Where’s Santa Now?
Louis Shea

$21.00

Naughty Nat’s naughtiest idea yet hasn’t quite gone to plan, and she’s accidentally travelled back in time!  
Now Santa has to search through thousands of years to find her. Can Santa find Nat among the prehistoric 
wraptors, wrestling Spartans, jousting knights, or elf aliens of the future? Or will Nat’s naughty ways change the 
world forever?

Sales Points:
• A NEW look-and-find book from the creator of the best-selling Where’s Santa?, with over 700 things to 

spot!
• Hundreds of things to spot in scenes covering millions of years, from the Jurassic Age all the way to  

the future
• Louis Shea’s books have sold over 300,000 copies
• Search through hilariously detailed illustrations to find Santa and lots of other comical characters on every 

spread—the more you look, the more you’ll laugh!

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781760273804 • HARDBACK • PICTURE • AGES 5+ • 300 X 235 MM  
• 24 PP • $21.00

The Twelve Days of Christmas
Alison Jay

$21.00

One Christmas Eve a man buys presents for the woman he loves, beginning with a partridge in a pear tree. 
The couple travel through town and gifts pile up, until they get to a Christmas party so magnificent it is a little 
overwhelming... leading them to slip back to the quiet of home, where the partridge is waiting. This visual feast 
from acclaimed illustrator Alison Jay is the perfect festive gift.

Sales Points:
• Alison Jay’s distinctive artwork is always a favourite
• ‘The Twelve Days of Christmas’ is a song of enduring popularity
• Storyline demonstrates the importance of quiet time with loved ones during the hustle and bustle of 

Christmas
• Themes include: Christmas, family, winter, gifts, parties, home, songs

KOALA BOOKS • ISBN 9781760279950 • PAPERBACK • PICTURE • AGES 2+ • 254 X 254 MM  
• 32 PP • $21.00

New in 
paperback

I Want a Hippopotamus for Christmas
John Rox 
Illus Simon Williams

$21.00

I want a hippopotamus for Christmas. Only a hippopotamus will do...

This cute little kitten has just one wish for Christmas—she REALLY wants a hippopotamus! How will Santa get 
this present under the Christmas tree? He’s going to need a bigger sleigh! 

‘I Want a Hippopotamus for Christmas’ was originally released in 1953 by 10-year-old Gayla Peevey, and was an 
instant hit. The song has been an enduring Christmas favourite ever since.

Sales Points:
• A fun NEW picture book of the popular Christmas song!
• Sing along to the CD recording performed by award-winning actress Miranda Tapsell!
• A funny and original version of the well-known song, with a cute kitten writing to Santa to ask for a 

hippopotamus!
• A fun gift for Christmas

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781760279356 • HARDBACK • PICTURE • AGES 3+ • 250 X 240 MM  
• 24 PP • $21.00

Includes CD by 
Miranda Tapsell!

QTY

ª|xHSLHQAy273804z

QTY
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QTY
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WeirDo #7: Mega Weird!
Anh Do 
Illus Jules Faber

$16.00

Sales Points:
• Over 400,000 books in the series sold so far! 
• Book 7 in the hilarious series from best-selling and award-winning author Anh Do! 
• WeirDo awarded ABIA Book of the Year 2014
• Cool dinosaur cover! 
• Integrated illustrations throughout

SCHOLASTIC PRESS • ISBN 9781760159092 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 6+  
• 198 X 139 MM • 160 PP • $16.00

Life for Weir Do is MEGA BUSY! He’s planning on making MEGA 
bucks from the Street Garage Sale, plus he’s helping Bella write 
a winning song! And is that a dusty dino bone in the corner?  
It won’t be easy... but it will be funny!

QTY

ª|xHSLHQAy156930z

Me and Moo & Roar Too
P. Crumble 
Illus Nathaniel Eckstrom

$27.00

This is me, and this is Moo. And THIS is Roar. 

Meet Me and Moo’s new friend, Roar. He likes dressing up, using Mum’s hairbrush and sneaking 
snacks from the kitchen. But that’s not all—Roar SNORES! What will Mum and Dad have to say when 
they find out Roar has come to stay too?

Sales Points:
• A loveable NEW picture book about the fun of friendship, from the creators of Me and Moo
• Perfect story for children learning about friends and getting along with others

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA  
• ISBN 9781760156930 • HARDBACK  
• PICTURE • AGES 3+ • 250 X 240 MM • 24 PP  
• $27.00

QTY

ª|xHSLDNIy034455z

Cecil’s Pride
Craig Hatkoff, Juliana Hatkoff & Isabella Hatkoff

$25.00

From the #1 New York Times best-selling authors of Owen & Mezee, this is an incredible true story of a real-life 
lion king. He was known simply by name: Cecil. News of his tragic death spread across the globe like wildfire, 
raising questions to an unprecedented level about our relationship to our animals and our planet.

Sales Points:
• New York Times best-selling authors turn their attention to Cecil the lion and his pride 
• Stunning full-colour photographs from Brent Stampelkamp, the researcher at Hwange National Park 
• Readers will be deeply moved by Cecil’s remarkable story

SCHOLASTIC INC • ISBN 9781338034455 • HARDBACK • PICTURE • AGES 4+ • 267 X 241 MM  
• 40 PP • $25.00
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How to Hide a Lion at School
Helen Stephens

$19.00

SCHOLASTIC UK • ISBN 9781407166315  
• PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 3+  
• 250 X 275 MM • 32 PP • $19.00

QTY

ª|xHSLEKHy164618z

The Scarecrows’ Wedding
Julia Donaldson 
Illus Axel Scheffler

$21.00

SCHOLASTIC UK • ISBN 9781407164618  
• PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 3+  
• 250 X 280 MM • 32 PP • $21.00

QTY

ª|xHSLEKHy170664z

The Scarecrows’ Wedding  
Gift Edition
Julia Donaldson 
Illus Axel Scheffler

$19.00

SCHOLASTIC UK • ISBN 9781407170664  
• BOARD BOOK • PICTURE • AGES 1+  
• 184 X 166 MM • 32 PP • $19.00

 

 

Lions aren’t allowed at school, but Iris’s lion doesn’t want to be left behind. He even stows away on the school trip to the museum, causing much 
madness and mayhem as he hides among the exhibits. But when the school bus breaks down, it’s time for the lion to be a hero. He leaps to the 
rescue, and carries all the children home on his back.

Sales Point:
• How to Hide a Lion at School is the third adventure in the hugely popular picture-book series by top author/illustrator Helen Stephens

Paperback

Book + CD

Over 100,000 copies of 
the How to Hide a Lion 

series in print in the UK.

Over 250,000 copies of 
The Scarecrow’s Wedding 

in print in the UK.

Board Book

Two scarecrows, Betty O’Barley and Harry O’Hay, are planning the perfect wedding. But wicked scarecrow, Reginald Rake, has other ideas and 
almost ruins their special day. Harry must become a hero before he and Betty can have the wedding of their dreams.

QTY

ª|xHSLEKHy146430z

Hello, Mr Dodo!
Nicholas John Frith

$19.00

SCHOLASTIC UK • ISBN 9781407146430  
• PAPERBACK • PICTURE • AGES 3+  
• 270 X 216 MM • 32 PP • $19.00

Paperback

Martha is cuckoo about birds, and goes bird spotting in her garden every day. One day she spots a real, live dodo, and the two become great 
friends. Martha wants to keep him secret, to protect him. But it’s not easy keeping secrets, and she must do some very quick thinking when she 
accidentally lets her secret slip.

Sales Point:
• Hello, Mr Dodo! is the captivating, original new picture book by Nicholas John Frith, creator of Hector and Hummingbird

PICTURE BOOKS
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QTY
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Welcome to the Brilliant World of Tom Gates
Liz Pichon

$99.00

A brilliant boxed set of super-silly stories filled with Tom’s jokes, scribbles and doodles. One 
cool collection of the funniest books in the world! This box contains the first nine masterpieces 
from Tom’s life story: The Brilliant World of Tom Gates, Tom Gates: Excellent Excuses, Tom Gates: 
Everything’s Amazing (Sort Of), Tom Gates: Genius Ideas (Mostly), Tom Gates is Absolutely Fantastic 
(At Some Things), Tom Gates: Extra Special Treats (Not), Tom Gates: A Tiny Bit Lucky, Tom Gates: Yes! 
No (Maybe...) and Tom Gates: Top of the Class (Nearly).

Sales Points:
• Bumper boxed set includes the first nine books from the best-selling Tom Gates series
• This collection showcases books that are not only laugh-out-loud funny but also hugely 

appealing to even the most reluctant of readers
• Winner of the 2011 Roald Dahl Funny Prize

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781775434825 • BOXED SET • FICTION • AGES 9+  
• 190 X 150 MM • $99.00
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Black Powder
Ally Sherrick  

$18.00

England, 1605. Twelve-year-old Tom must save his father from hanging. He falls in with a mysterious stranger, 
the Falcon, who promises to help—but can he be trusted? Soon, Tom faces a terrible mission: secure his father’s 
release and stop the assassination of the king...

Sales Points:
• A rip-roaring, beautifully written life-and-death quest, packed with history and adventure
• Set at the time of the Gunpowder Plot and featuring Guy Fawkes
• Explores themes of love, loyalty, friendship and faith in a time of persecution

THE CHICKEN HOUSE • ISBN 9781910655269 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 10+ • 198 X 129 MM  
• 368 PP • $18.00

QTY

ª|xHSLJLAy655245z

The Secret Cooking Club
Laurel Remington 

$18.00

Shy Scarlett is the star and victim of her mum’s popular blog. When she discovers an empty kitchen next door, 
she begins to bake and her life changes forever. The Secret Cooking Club is formed, but can Scarlett find the 
secret ingredients—to cake, family and friendship?

Sales Points:
• Winner of the Times/Chicken House Children’s Fiction Competition 2015
• A touching story of friendship and family about a girl who discovers the secret ingredient to happiness 

through cooking
• The mummy-blogger theme adds a contemporary, original and funny twist

THE CHICKEN HOUSE • ISBN 9781910655245 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 10+ • 198 X 129 MM  
• 288 PP • $18.00

Staff pick!

QTY

ª|xHSLJLAy989180z

My Name’s Not Friday
Jon Walter 

$19.00

When Samuel, a free black orphan, speaks up for his unfairly accused younger brother, his life is turned 
upside down. Taken away from the only family he has, Samuel, now christened Friday, must make sense of 
his life as a new slave; working at a ranch as a corn picker, becoming involved in the terrible fighting, and 
living among strangers. Samuel is determined to find his younger brother, and despite enduring horrors 
during his journey, he faces adversity with courage and optimism while still retaining his character and 
dignity as a boy. An epic novel set in the 19th century, which spans a nation, and reflects myriad ideas for 
young adults and adults alike.

Sales Points:
• A new take on slavery, from a wonderful new voice in children’s books
• Crossover appeal

DAVID FICKLING BOOKS • ISBN 9781910989180 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 12+  
• 208 X 135 MM • 256 PP • $19.00

FICTION
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QTY
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Eden Summer
Liz Flanagan 

$25.00

Eden Summer follows teenager Jess as she retraces the events of the summer in an attempt to find her 
missing best friend, Eden. Set in the beautifully described stunning countryside of West Yorkshire, this is an 
incredibly pacy page turner as the clock runs down on the likelihood of finding Eden alive.

Sales Points:
• Fantastic commercial and mass-market appeal
• New and brilliantly original YA
• Emotionally true story that will grip you to the very last page

DAVID FICKLING BOOKS • ISBN 9781910989074 • HARDBACK • FICTION • AGES 14+  
• 208 X 135 MM • 288 PP • $25.00

 

QTY

ª|xHSLHODy811788z

Assassin’s Creed: Last Descendants
Matthew J. Kirby

$21.00

Nothing in Owen’s life has been right since his father died in prison, accused of a crime 
Owen is certain he didn’t commit. Monroe, the IT guy at school, might finally bring 
Owen the means to clear his father’s name by letting him use an Animus—a device that 
allows users to explore the genetic memories buried within their DNA.

The experience brings Owen more than he bargained for. During a simulation, he 
uncovers the existence of an ancient and powerful relic long considered legend—the 
Trident of Eden. Now two secret organisations will stop at nothing to take possession 
of this artefact—the Brotherhood of Assassins and the Templar Order. It soon becomes 
clear to Owen that the only way to save himself is to find the Trident first.

Sales Points:
• Based on the hit video game franchise Assassin’s Creed
• Book #1 in the Last Descendants series to launch simultaneously in the US, Canada, 

the UK, Australia and New Zealand
• Second book to be released in January 2017
• Action adventure saga of teens caught up in an ancient feud

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781743811788 • PAPERBACK • FICTION  
• AGES 12+ • 208 X 135 MM • 320 PP • $21.00

Initially launched in 2007, Assassin’s Creed games have sold more than 96 
million units worldwide, and the franchise is now established as one of the best-
selling series ever. Recognised for having some of the richest, most engrossing 
storytelling in the industry, Assassin’s Creed transcends video games, branching 
out into other entertainment experiences including comic books, mobile games 
and novels, as well as a feature-length movie currently in development.
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Nail Charms

$27.00

Accenting the success of previous Klutz nail books, Nail Charms takes manicures  
into three dimensions with adorable nail charms. Themed designs show you how to  
add charms to your nails for some extra bling.

Sales Points:
• Includes more than 400 mini gems and charms
• Super-clear instructions for hands-on learning
• Open-ended creativity and skills to build on
• Everything you need

KLUTZ INC • ISBN 9781338037531 • PAPERBACK • ACTIVITY • AGES 8+ • 204 X 230 MM  
• 56 PP • $27.00

 

QTY

ª|xHSLJMFy059748z

Sage Cookson’s Ring of Truth
Sally Murphy

$14.00

Sage and her parents visit a bakery to film a segment for their TV show. They are all in for a bit of a surprise 
when a treasured ring goes missing. 

Sales Points:
• Comes with a recipe in the back of the book
• Supported by a website sagecookson.com.au with fun activities
• Adventure and cooking combine to make a cracking story

NEW FRONTIER PUBLISHING • ISBN 9781925059748 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 7+  
• 198 X 130 MM • 56 PP • $14.00

QTY

ª|xHSLJLAy655863z

Under Rose Tainted Skies
Louise Gornall 

$21.00

Norah is confined by agoraphobia: for her, the outside is a glimpse of sky. 
But a chance encounter with Luke, her next-door neighbour, changes 
everything. Determined to be the girl she thinks Luke deserves—a ‘normal’ 
girl—Norah’s love and bravery opens a window to unexpected truths.

Sales Points:
• A YA love story with an unusual twist: the main character is confined 

to her house
• An important and uplifting debut that tackles mental health issues 

such as agoraphobia and OCD
• The author draws on personal experience to paint an authentic, 

moving picture of an ordinary girl battling mental illness

THE CHICKEN HOUSE • ISBN 9781910655863 • PAPERBACK  
• FICTION • AGES 14+ • 198 X 129 MM • 368 PP • $21.00

Title will be printed in three 
different shades of pink!
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An evil wish-granting djinn and his band of Sky Pirates from another 
realm have come to seek revenge on the ninja and take control of 
their world! Will the protectors of Ninjago City find a way to defeat 
them? Find out by completing the activities with your re-usable 
stickers, and join the ninja on their new action-packed adventure!

Sales Points:
• Full-colour internals throughout
• Over 220 reusable stickers!

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781760279240  
• PAPERBACK • ACTIVITY • AGES 5+ • 290 X 205 MM • 16 PP • $9.00

 

 

QTY

ª|xHSLHQAy279233z

Meet LEGO City’s top racing-car drivers, a team of expert deep-
sea divers, the fire brigade, and even the prison-island police in 
this action-packed activity book. With puzzles to solve and lots of 
reusable stickers, there’s so much excitement to be had time and 
time again!

Sales Points:
• Full-colour internals throughout
• Over 200 exciting reusable stickers!

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781760279233  
• PAPERBACK • ACTIVITY • AGES 5+ • 290 X 205 MM • 16 PP • 
$9.00

QTY

ª|xHSLDNIy038019z

Welcome to the incredible world of the LEGO Nexo Knights heroes! 
Once again, the knights are at the centre of the action. Help the 
valiant heroes defeat Jestro and The Book of Monsters by solving 
mysteries and puzzles, and join them on their epic monster-filled 
adventures!

Sales Points:
• NEXO Knights is an action comedy series in the style of the 

smash-hit Ninjago theme.
• NEXO Knights is LEGO’s biggest launch ever across all lines of 

business.

SCHOLASTIC INC • ISBN/APN 9781338038019 • PAPERBACK  
• ACTIVITY • AGES 7+ • 280 X 216 MM • 32 PP • $10.00

LEGO Ninjago:  
Ready, Steady, Stick! 
Activity Book

$9.00

LEGO products have experienced unprecedented double-digit sales growth,  
fuelled by the success of The LEGO Movie products.

Supported by classic LEGO toys that continue to appeal to kids of all ages.

Worldwide brand recognition.

LEGO Nexo Knights 
Battle of the Books!

$10.00

LEGO City: Ready, 
Steady, Stick!  
Activity Book

$9.00

Unprecedented double-digit sales growth!

LEGO, THE LEGO LOGO, THE BRICK AND KNOB CONFIGURATIONS AND THE MINIFIGURE 
ARE TRADEMARKS OF THE LEGO GROUP. © 2016 THE LEGO GROUP.

• In this new LEGO(R) CITY 8x8, three crooks have escaped from 
Prison Island. Can the cops catch them before they get to shore? 
Find out in this funny, action-packed adventure featuring original 
illustrations!

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9780545913867 • PAPERBACK 

• ACTIVITY • AGES 5+ • 290 X 205 MM • 16 PP • $10.00

LEGO City: Escape 
from Prision Island 
#13

$10.00

QTY

ª|xHS0545913867
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LEGO Star Wars: Spot the Spy Droid

$18.00

Terror in the galaxy! A dangerous bounty hunter and his spy droid are on a hunt! It’s your job to find them.  
But the spy droid looks different every time you search for it! This search-and-find book is packed with 
amazingly detailed scenes featuring your favourite LEGO Star Wars characters. Once you’ve found the  
bounty hunter and his spy droid, there are loads of extra cool things to spot for hours of LEGO fun!  
And you can use your bricks to build nine different models of the spy droid to play with!

Sales Points:
• Use included LEGO pieces to build your own spy droid, which has a magnifying element to help you search
• Rogue One: A Star Wars Story in theatres December 2016

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781760279257 • HARDBACK • ACTIVITY • AGES 7+ • 316 X 243 MM  
• 32 PP • $18.00

 

 

QTY

ª|xHSLHODy810415z

STAR WARS READS DAY
15 OCTOBER 2016

Star Wars: The Chewbacca Story

$27.00

One of the greatest heroes in the Star Wars galaxy, Chewbacca is best known for his heroic role in conflicts 
against the Empire and the First Order. This interactive storybook features the complete story of the first mate  
and co-pilot of the Millennium Falcon. Add special effects every time Chewie speaks by following the prompts 
throughout this retelling.

Sales Points:
• Comes with a collectible Chewbacca sound toy
• Includes full-colour movie stills throughout.
• The Star Wars franchise is one of the most prolific film franchises to date
• Worldwide brand recognition

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781743810415 • HARDBACK • ACTIVITY • AGES 6+ • 280 X 280 MM  
• 32 PP • $27.00

QTY

ª|xHSKFOFy925419z

LEGO Star Wars: Face-Off
Avie Kaplan 
Illus Dave White

$17.00

This book pits LEGO Star Wars villains against heroes, comparing their gear, stats and weapons, and imagining 
showdowns! How would Hoth Luke stack up against tropical Darth Maul? Could Chewbacca defeat three jawas 
if they were stacked on top of each other? You decide!

Sales Points:
• The wildest and funniest match-ups you can think of—featuring all the most popular characters and 

vehicles
• Combines Star Wars characters that would otherwise never interact

SCHOLASTIC INC • ISBN 9780545925419 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 7+ • 270 X 216 MM  
• 64 PP • $17.00

Star Wars Reads Day is for everyone!

It is an intergalactic celebration of reading and the legacy of Star Wars rich storytelling.

Opportunity to reach out to existing fans and engage potential new members.

Visit disney.com.au/sign-up/starwarsreadsday  
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HOW TO ORDER

Denotes New Zealand author

DELIVERY INFORMATION

STORE NAME:   

SUBURB: 

STATE:                      

CUSTOMER CODE:      

CUSTOMER ORDER NUMBER:                 

DATE:                     

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:                

                 

DELIVER TO: 

2

3

1

Three easy ways to order:

 Enter your store details below.

 Select titles and quantities required.

  Return to Customer Services via email:  
orders@scholastic.co.nz or fax (09) 274 8115,  
or return to your Territory Manager.

For any queries please contact  
enquiries@scholastic.co.nz or call (09) 274 8112.

Contact Scholastic New Zealand:

KEY ACCOUNTS MANAGER,  
AUCKLAND

Michael Burnett
09 968 9802
029 968 9802

TERRITORY MANAGERS

North and West Auckland, Northland:
Anne Preston
apreston@scholastic.co.nz
029 968 9834

South and East Auckland:
Shelley Jones
sjones@scholastic.co.nz
029 968 9836

Waikato and Bay of Plenty:
Juhli Burnett
jburnett@scholastic.co.nz
029 968 9837

Central and Lower North Island, Gisborne:
Irene Gibbs
igibbs@scholastic.co.nz
029 968 9896

Wellington and Lower North Island:
Julie Smart
jsmart@scholastic.co.nz
029 968 9897

 

Christchurch and Upper South Island 
(Ashburton North):
Lynne Andrews
landrews@scholastic.co.nz
029 968 9898

Lower South Island and Otago:
Jeremy Ross
jross@scholastic.co.nz
029 968 9899

OR CONTACT OUR  
CUSTOMER SERVICES TEAM:

Phone: 09 274 8112 or 0800 724 652
Fax: 09 274 8115
Email: enquiries@scholastic.co.nz

Prices are correct at time of printing. Prices subject to change without notice.
Scholastic is committed to bringing children and books together and may opt to 
release titles early to schools. Should this occur with any of the titles listed in this 
edition of Parade, our Trade customers will be able to access these titles as early  
as our school customers.
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